zhawenimaad VTA  bless s.o., pity s.o.

zhazhingishing VAI continue to remain lying down. Replicated form of: zchingishing.

zhazooyoakiganed VAI+O place (s.tls.o.) in the breastfold of one's garment.

zhaaobwaad VTA give s.o. diarrhoea.

zhaawana'ang VII be a south wind. Stem: /zhaawana'ang/-.

zhazhooyaakaned VAI+O place (s.tls.o.) in the breastfold of one's garment.

zhaabozwaad VTA give s.o. diarrhoea.

zbaawana'ang VII be a south wind. Stem: /zhaawana'ang/-.

zhaazhayi PC long ago.

zhengishin= VAI Changed form of: zhingishing.

zhigwa PC now, right away, soon.

zhingiben', zbingibenyag NA hell - diver.

zhingob PC now, right away, soon.

zhingobikaadang VT! line s.t. with balsam boughs.

gashki'ewizid VAI be able to manage.

gashkitood VTI manage to deal with s.t., be able to (do it).

babaa• PV about, around, here and there.

wanina PC all about, here and there, all sorts of places.

baakaji- PV absolutely, once.

wiijiwaad VTA go with s.o., accompany s.o., have s.o. along with.

wiijiwemagak VII go with, accompany.

izbi-ayaad VAI act in a certain way, be in a certain place.

gaganoonaad VTA speak to each of s.o., address s.o. (in turns). Stem: lgaganooN-.

speak to s.o., address s.o. Stem: /ganooN/.

oshkinii, -wag NA young man, adherent.

adherent.

gichaya'aa, -g NA grown-up person, adult.

ziibi, -wan NI river.

ziizibaakwad NI sugar.

Ziizibaakwado-minising PLC Sugar Island.

1-zoowanaagw/-_ NID tail. nizoowanaag my tail.
ateg; atemagak VII be in a certain place.
ayaad VA! be in a place, in a condition.
ayaag VII be in a place, in a condition.
aawang VII be.
aawid VA! be.
dagog; dagoomagak VII exist, be in a certain place.
izhi-ayaad VA! act in a certain way, be in a certain place.

BEACH
dadibew PC along the bank, along the shore, on the beach, near the water.

BEAD
miigis, -ag NA bend, snared shell.

BEAR
ayaawaad VTA have s.o.; have s.o. (baby), conceive s.o. (baby), bear s.o. (baby).

BEAT
dcwc'igcd VAI beat, a drum.

BEAUTIFUL
gwanaajiwang VI be beautiful, be handsome, be fine.
gwanaajibaawabaminaagwak VI! look beautiful.
gwanaajiwid VAI be beautiful, be handsome, be fine.

BEAVER ISLAND
Amikogendaa PLC Beaver Island.
Animwaanensing PLC Little Dog Island (Beaver Island).

BED
onishkaanaazhawaad VTA chase s.o. out of bed. Stem:/onishkaanaazha'w-/.

BEFORE
ji-bwaa- PV before.

BEGIN
maajitaad VAI start, begin, set about doing.
webi- PV begin to.

BEHIND
ashkweyaang PC behind, at the rear.
aagawigamig PC behind the house.

BEING
aya'aa, -g NA being, (animate) thing.

BERRY
miinan NI blueberries (plural). Stem:/miin-./
miiniwang VII be or have berries, fruit.

BIG
gichi- PRE big, great, very.
mamaachaag VII be big. Reduplicated form of: michaag.
mindidod VA! be big.
BUTTON
gibadoons, -ag NA button.

BUY
giishpinadood VT/2 buy s.t.
giishpinanaad VTA buy s.o. Stem: /giishpinaN-/.

BY
bimi- PV along, by.

BY ALL MEANS
hooch PC determined to, just the same, anyway, by all means.

BY NO MEANS
gaa wiin inange PC by no means.

CACHE
asanjigod VAI make a cache (for s.t/s.o.).
asanjigwan, -an NI cache.

CALL
izhinikaadang VT/ call s.t. in a certain way, give s.t. a certain name.
izhinikaanaaad VTA call s.o. in a certain way, give s.o. a certain name. Stem: /izhinikaaN-/.
nandodang VT/ call s.t., summon s.t.
nandomaad VTA call s.o., summon s.o.

CALL TOGETHER
maawanzoamaad VTA call together.

CALLED
izhinikaadcg VII be called in a certain way, have a certain name.
izhinikaazod VAI be called in a certain way, have a certain name.

CAMP
gabeshid VAI camp.

CAN
makakoons, -an NI can, small box. Diminutive of: makak.

CANADA
Ozbaaganaashiking PLC Canada.

CANE
zaka'oon, -an NI cane.

CANOE
bimishkaad VAI go along in a canoe, paddle along.
bidaasamishkaad VAI come in a canoe, paddle here.
jiimaan, -an NI boat, canoe.

CARE

biminaad VTA take care of s.o., care for s.o.

CAREFULLY
weweni PC carefully, properly, well.

CARRIAGE
odaabaan, -ag CARRY

bimiwidood VT/2 take s.t. along, carry s.t. along.
bimiwiinaad VTA take s.o. along, carry s.o. along. Stem: /buniwiN/.
bimoomaawasod VAI carry a child along on one's back.

CATCH
nakwebidood VT/2 catch s.t. on the fly (as a ball).

CEASE
ashkwaa-ayaad VAI cease to live.

CEDAR
giizhik, -ag NA cedar tree.

CEDAR BARK
giizhikanagek, -wag NA cedar bark.

CEDAR CHEST
giizhiki-makak, -oon NI cedar chest.

CEMETARY
Anishinaabe-nangwa'akaan, -an NI Indian cemetery.
nangwa'akaan NI cemetery.

CENTRE
naawisag PC in the centre of floor or wooden object.

CEREMONY

Anishinaabe-izhitwaad VAI perform Indian ceremony, believe in Indian religion.
izhitwaad VAI practice a certain rite, perform a certain ceremony, have a certain religion.

CHAIR
apabiwin, -an NI chair.

CHERRY
wiigwaasimin, -an NI cherry.

CHEST
/-kaakan(aa)/- NJD chest, breast. nikaakanaang at my breast.

CHEST (CONTAINER)
giizhiki-makak, -oon NI cedar chest.

CHICKEN
baaka'aakwen', baaka'aakwenyag NA chicken.
CONSULT
  ganoonidi=waad VA! speak with e.o., consult e.o.

CONTEST
  ataadi=waad VA! have a contest with e.o., play games

CONTINUALLY
  apane PC always, all the time, continually, keep on.

CONVERSATION
  dadadiibaajimotaadi=waad VA! engage in lively conversation with e.o. Reduplicated form.

CONVEY
  maajiiwidood VTA take s.t. away, convey s.t.
  maajiiwinaad VTA take s.o. away, convey s.t.
  /maajiiwiN-/

COVER
  agwazhed VAI+O cover oneself with s.t./s.o.

COVERED
  giba'igaadeg VII be closed up, be covered.

CREATURE
  manidoo, -g NA wild creature, manitou.

CROSS
  dakama’od VAI cross by boat, ferry across.
  dakamiid VAI cross over, ferry across.

CRY
  mawid VAI weep, cry.
  mawimaad VTA cry for s.o., grieve for s.o.

CRYOUT
  mizitaagozid VA! moan, cry out, neigh.

CUT
  bakizhang VTI cut through s.t., cut s.t. off.
  biwikwanaad VTA cut s.o. into small pieces. Stem: /biwikwaN-/.
  gashkawaad VTA cut s.o. (bark). Stem: /gashka’w-/
  giishikwadamawaad VTA cut something off of s.o.
  inikwanaad VTA cut s.o. in a certain way. Stem: /inikwaN-/
  mamikwadamawaad VTA cut something off s.o.
  minokwanaad VTA cut s.o. well. Stem: /minokwaN-/

DANCE
  dazhigaad naaniimid VAJ dance in a certain place.
  niimiid VAI dance repeatedly. Reduplicated form of:
  niimiid VAI dance.
  niimi’idi=waad VA! have a dance, dance (together).
  niimi’iwed VAI give a dance, make people dance.

DANGER
  naniizaanizid VA! be in danger.

DAUGHTER
  /-daan/- NAD daughter, odaanan his/her daughter(s).
  /-daanis/- NAD daughter, ndaanisan my daughter(s) 3’. odaanisan his/her daughter(s).

DAUGHTER-IN-LAW
  na’ilanganikwe, -g NA daughter-in-law.
  /-simy/- NAD daughter-in-law, osimiin his/her daughter(s) in-law.

DAWN
  waabang VII be dawn, be tomorrow, be the next morning, be the next day.

DAY
  agizod VAI be counted; be counted as a day (of a month).
  gabe-güzhig PC all day.
be good at something well.

be there. Do stupid. Please.

is near.

be paciente. Do please.

be different.

be to a certain thing. To o. do a certain way in o.

be do something to o. do something.

be same, just determined.

Do well.

be to a certain thing. To o. do something.

be deal with o. a certain way.

Do something to o. near a certain.

be a certain thing a certain direction.

be to a certain thing. To o. a certain direction.

be in a certain way. In a certain direction.

be a certain thing. To o. a certain. near a certain.

give a plate.

die.

die. Go good.

die. Have difficulty. Suffer.

difficulty. Be different.

be a different.

be a different.

die. In a certain place.

die. In a certain thing.

die. Near a certain.

die. Give a. death.

diarrhea.

DINNER

MAKE

be good.

make dinner.

be near a certain.

be a certain thing. To o. near a certain.

do something to o. near a certain.

do something to o. near a certain.

Do please.

Do something to o. near a certain.

Do please.

Do please.

Do please.
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Do please.
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DOCTOR
- mashkikiiwinini,-wag NA doctor.

DOG
- animosh,-ag NA dog.
- /-day/- NAD dog. odayini his/her (3') dog.
- naabesimosh,-ag NA male dog.

DOLLAR
- ningodwaaswaabik NA six dollars.

DOMESTIC ANIMAL
- awakaan,-ag NA farm animal, domestic animal, horse.

DON'T
- gego PC don't.

DON'T KNOW
- di bi PC I don't know where, wherever.
- namanj PC I don't know how, however, who knows?
- namanj minik PC I don't know how much, however much.

DONE
- giizhiitaad VAJ finish (an activity), be done, be ready.
- izhichigewinagak VII be done in a certain way, be a certain action.

DOOR
- ashkwaandem,-an NI door.
- ashkwaandeng by the door, by the doorway.

DOORWAY
- ashkwaandeng PC by the door, by the doorway.

DRAG
- maawandoodaabnaad VTA drag s.o. togethe r. Stem: /maawandoodaabaaN-/

DRINK
- mina'aad VTA give something to s.o. to drink.
- minikwed VAJ+O drink (s.t.).

DRIVE
- bimibizod VAJ drive along.
- onjibizod VAJ speed from a certain place, drive from a certain place.

DROP
- baninang VT/ let s.t. slip from hand, drop s.t.

DROWN
- dapined VAJ drown, die in a certain place.

DRUM
- dewe'igan,-ag NA drum.
- dewe'iged VAJ beat a drum.

DRUNK
- giiwashkwebiid VAJ be drunk.

DRIY
- baasod VA/ be dry.

DUCK
- zhiishiib,-ag NA duck.

DURING
- ga be- PRE during, throughout the time of.

DWELL
- danakiid VAJ live in a certain place, dwell in a certain place.
- danizid VAJ stay in a certain place, live in a certain place, dwell in a certain place.
- daad VA/ live in a certain place (as a home), dwell in a certain place etc. endaayang our (21) home; endaayeg your (2p) home.

EACH
- be bezhig PC one each, a few at a time. Reduplicated form of: bezhig.

EAR
- giishkitawagebaa VTA bite off s.o.'s ear.
- giishkitawaged VAJ lack an ear.
- /-tawag/- NID ear. otawag his/her ear; otawaginiwan in his/her/their (3') ears.

EARLY
- oshkii- PRE first, young, early.

EAT
- amwaad VTA eat s.o.
- dagwandang VTI eat s.t. along with.
- gagizhebaawiiniid VAJ eat breakfast.
- inanijed VAJ eat in a certain way.
- minwanijed VAJ have good eating.
- miijid VT/3 eat s.t.
- naawakwewiiniid VAJ eat dinner (noon meal).

EDGE
- ashkwe-oodenaw PC at the edge of town.

EFFECT
- ozaamikawaad VTA have too much effect on s.o. (especially of a consumable substance).

EITHER
- maa gaye... maa gaye... PC either... or...

ELDER
- zaziikizid VAJ be the eldest, be elder.
have something the matter with one.

ELDEST

VA!

be the eldest,

be elder.

EMBARK

VA!

get on board,

embark.

EMPLOY

VA+O

use (s.t./s.o.),

employ (s.t./s.o.).

END

ashkwaach

PC

last (time),

at the end.

ashkwaakamigak

VII

be end

of an event.

ashkwe

PN

at the end.

eyiidawaya'iing

PC

on both ends.

gegapii

PC

in the end,

finally.

gomaapii

PC

soon,

after a while,

in the end; in time, at one

ENOUGH

de-

PV

debised

enough.

VA!

have enough.

ESCAPE

gijiba'iwed

VA!

run away to escape.

ESPECIALLY

meminda

PC

especially.

EVEN

AS

NOW
dibishkoo

PC

like,

the same as,

as if,

even as now.

EVENING

onaagoshig

VII

be evening.

EVENT

minwakamigak

VII

be a pleasant event.

EVER

gaa wii

gaa wiikaa

awiya;

gaa wiikaa

awiya

PR

nobody

ever.

EVERY

gakina

PC

all,

every.

EVERY

MORNING

dagasowa-gagizheb

PC

every morning.

EVERYBODY

gakina

awiya

PR

everybody,

everyone.

EVERYONE

gakina

awiya

PR

ev-erbody,

everyone.

EVERYTHING

gakina

gegoo

PR

everything.

EVERYWHERE

miziwe

PC

everywhere.

EXCLUSIVE

PLURAL

niinawi

PR

we,

us.

exclusive plural.

EXHORT

gagiikimaad

VTA

instruct

s.o.

exhort

s.o.

EXIST

dagog;

dagoomagak

V/l

exist,

be in a certain

place.

EXTEND

akoseg

Vil

extend

a certain

length,

reach a certain

length.

EXTENT

apiich

PC

when,

then,

at the time,

a certain

extent

or distance.

apiichaag

VII

be a certain

extent

or distance.

apiichi

-PV

to a certain

extent

or degree.

EXTINGUISHED

aateg

VII

go out (of fire or light),

be extinguished.

EYE

basangwaabid

-sjtkiinzhigw

VA!

close one's eyes.

oshkiinzhigoon

his/her eyes.

FACE

giziingwe'od

VA!

wash one's face.

giziingwewaad

VTA

wash s.o.'s face.

Stem:

/giziingwe'w

.

•

inadengwed

VA!

have a certain face.

odengwayaad

VA!

have a face.

FACT

gegapii

PC

really,

truly,

indeed,

in fact.

FALL

aapijishing

VA!

have a bad fall.

bangising

VII

fall.

boopookoshing

VA!

fall and break to pieces.

Reduplicated

form of:

boopookoshing.

FALL

(SEASON)

dagwaagi

NI

fall,

autumn.

Forming a particle with prefix:

gabe: dagwaagi

all fall,

all autumn.

dagwaagig

VII

be fall,

be autumn.

dagwaagong

PC

last fall,

last autumn.

gabe.:dagwaagi

PC

all fall,

all autumn.

FAMILY

daswewaanagizi=waad

VA!

be a certain number

of kinds

or families.

FAR

waasa

PC

far,

far off.

FARE

izhiwebizid

VA!

fare in a certain

way,

have happen to one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.

have something the matter with one.
FARMANIMAL
awakaan, -ag NA farm animal, domestic animal, horse.

FARMER
gitigewini, -wag NA farmer.

FARThER
naageya'ling PC farther along, farther up.

FAST
makadeked VA! fast.
ozaamanaandang VA! overfast.

FAT
wiininod VA! be fat.

FATHER
/babaay-/ NAD father. obabaayan his/her father.
ogwisid VA!+O have a son, be father (to s.o. (a son)).
I-ooS-J NAD father. oosan his/her father(s); oosiwaan their father(s).

FEAST
wikondi=waad VA! hold a feast.

FEED
ashamaad VTA feed s.o.

FEELGOOD
minwendang VA!+O be glad, feel good.

FEELWELL
mino-ayaad VA! be well, feel well, get well.

FELL
giishka’akwed VA! fell trees, log.

FERRY
dakama’od VA! cross by boat, ferry across.
dakamiid VA! cross over, ferry across.

FESTIVE EVENT
baapinakamigak VII be a festive event.

FETCH
awadowd VTI haul s.t., fetch s.t.
aawanaad VTA haul s.o., fetch s.o. Stem:/aawaN-/
naaidd VTI3 go get s.t., get s.t., fetch s.t.
aawanaad VTA go get s.o., get s.o., fetch s.o. Stem:/naaN-/

Fetched
naajigaazod VA! be fetched.

FEW
bangii PC a little, a few.
bangishen’ PC a very little, a very few.
bangishewagizi=waad VA! be few.
bebezhig PC one each, a few at a time. Reduplicated form of: bezhig.
GARMENT
agowaans, - an NI little garment. Diminutive of: agowin. agowin, - an NI garment, item of clothing.

GATHER
maawandoonang VTI gather s.t. up. wiigobiked VAI gather basswood bark.

GET
naadid VTI go get s.t., get s.t., fetch s.t.
nanaad VTA go get s.o., get s.o., fetch s.o. Stem: /naaN-.
ondinang VTI get s.t. from a certain place.
ondinaad VTA get s.o. from a certain place.

GET ON BOARD
boozid VAI get on board, embark.

GET READY
ozhiitaad VAI get ready, make one's preparations.

GET UP
bazigwindinaad VTA make s.o. get up (from a sitting position).
bazigwiid VAI get up on one's feet (from a sitting position), stand up.
onishkuud VAI get up (from u lying position).

GETWELL
mino-ayaad VAI be well, feel well, get well.

GIRL
akwezcns, - ag NA girl.

GIVE
miiqwed VAI+O give (s.tls.o.) away. miiqnad VTA give something to s.o. Stem: /miiN-.

GIVE OVER
aanishitang VAI12 give up, give over.

GO
inamog VII go in a certain direction as a road. izhaad VAI go to a certain place.

GO ALONG
bimamog VII go along as a road.

GO AWAY
awad VAI leave, go away, set out.
HENCEFORTH
  ani-; ni- PV going away, passing along, in the course of time, henceforth.

HER
  wi; wiin PR he, him, she, her. third person singular.
  wineta PR only him/her. third person singular.

HERE
  bi PC here, coming, come and.
  nandapa PR here.

HERE AND THERE
  baba Wanina PC about, around, here and there.
  babaa Wanina PC all about, here and there, all sorts of places.

HIDDEN
  gakizod VA hide, be hidden.

HIDE
  gakinaad VTA hide s.o., conceal s.o. Stem: /gakiN-.
  gakizod VA hide, be hidden.

HIGH
  ashpakisin VII st.and high.
  ashpadinaag VII be high land, be a ridge.
  ashpaaabikaa VIl be a high rocky cliff.

HILL
  ogidaaki PC on a high place, on a hill.

HIM
  wi; wiin PR he, him, she, her. third person singular.
  wineta F!R only him/her. third person singular.

HIT
  bakite'ang VTI strike s.t., hit s.t.

HITCH
  onapinaad VTA hitch s.o. Stem: /onapiN-.

HOLD
  dakonaad VTA hold s.o., take hold of s.o.; arrest s.o.
  debibinaad VTA grab hold of s.o., seize s.o. Stem: /debiN-.
  debinang VTI get hold of s.t., reach s.t.
  debinaad VTA get hold of s.o., reach s.o.
  ininaad VTA place s.o. in a certain way or place, hold s.o. in a certain way or place.
  minjigonang VTI hold s.t. in hand, hold onto s.t.

HOLD HEAD
  inikweshkaad VA! hold one's head in a certain way.
Anishinaabeke,  N  Indian woman.

Indian woman.

Anishinaabeke

Indian Way of Life.

Anishinaabeke, reside in Indian nation.

Anishinaabeke, perform Indian ceremony.

Anishinaabeke, belong to an Indian community.

Anishinaabeke, speak Indian.

Anishinaabeke, Indian humanity.

Incredibly, truly, indeed, in fact.

Incredibly, succeed, increase.

Incredible, PP. Derivatives.

Incredible, be here, at any rate, in vain, and yet.

In a certain place.

In a certain place.

If present.

If present, singular.

I, me, first person singular.

With whom?

With whom.

I, me, who.

In a home.

In a home.

In a hospital.

In a hospital.

In a home.

In a certain place.

In a house.

In a house.

In a house.

In a house.

In a house.
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In a house.
indoors  PC inside, indoors, in the house, within.
biindigebatood VAJ run indoors.

INGREDIENTS
a pa a ro wed VAJ+O cook with (s.t/s.o.) as an ingredient or
niizhoonigaadeg VII be mixed as one of two ingredients.

INITIATE
ozhi'aad VTA make s.o., initiate s.o.

INLAND
noopiiming PC up from the water, inland, upland, up
country.

INSIDE
a a gwiitoosidood VT12 set s.t. inside something else.
biina'ang VT! put s.t. inside.
biinjwebinaad VTA throw s.o. inside.

INSTRUCT
gagiikimaad VTA instruct s.o., exhort s.o.

INTERVAL
wilkaa PC a long time, after an interval, late.

IRON
zhooshkwega'ang VTI iron s.t. as cloth.

IROQUOIS WOMAN ISLAND
Naadawekweyaamishen'ing PLC St. Ignace Island
(Iroquois Woman Island).

ISLAND
minish', -an NI little island.

IT IS THAT...
im PC it is that..., then...

JUDGE
jaaginanaad VTA kill all of s.o.

KILLED
dasoozod VAJ be trapped, be killed by falling trees.
nichigaazod VAJ be killed.

KIND
daswewaanagak VII be a certain number of kinds.
daswewaanagizi=waad VAJ be a certain number of kinds
or families.
dowa PR kind, sort. wenesh dowa what kind (animate);
wegone dowa what kind (inanimate).
niizhwewaan PL kind.
wegone dowa PR what kind? inanimate.
wenesh dowa PR what kind? animate.

KIND IN CHARACTER
mino-izhiewbiziid VAJ be good (in character or behaviour),
be kind.

KING
gichi-ogimaa, -g NA king, big chief.

KNIFE
moookomaan, -an N knife.

KNOCKOVER
azhewebishkang VTI knock s.t. over backwards.
Now gikendang VAl2 know, be conscious.

Now gikendang VTI know s.t.

Now gikenimaad VTA know s.o., know about s.o.

Now gikendaagozid VAi be known, have known about one.

Oshkinawens, -ag Oshkinawe.

Young lad. Diminutive of: AKE Gicbigami NI great Jake, sea.

Lake Michigan. 

Waasakwanjigan, -an Waasakwanjihigan. -an IN Lamp.

Last Fall, last autumn.

Last autumn.

Last fall, last autumn.

Last night, the night before.

Last winter.

A long time, after an interval, late.

Later, later on, afterwards.

Wait, later.

Laugh.

Laugh at s.o.

Begeezibishimaad VTA lay s.o. away.

Bagidinaad VTA lay s.o. down; let s.o. have his/her way.

Lead, be at the head.

Take s.o. out, lead out s.o.

/zaagijiwiiN -/ Stem:

Leaves come out.

Leap into the water.

Leap into the water.

Leap.

Leap.

Leap.

Leap into the water.

Leap behind, behind Sphere: Magnit-

Leave so, behind Sphere: Magnit-

Leave so, behind Sphere: Magnit-

Leave so, behind Sphere: Magnit-

Geresshishigaad VAl2 stay, go away.

Leave behind, behind Sphere: Magnit-

Leave behind, behind Sphere: Magnit-

Leave behind, behind Sphere: Magnit-

Leave behind, behind Sphere: Magnit-

Leave behind, behind Sphere: Magnit-

Leave behind, behind Sphere: Magnit-

Leave behind, behind Sphere: Magnit-

Leave behind, behind Sphere: Magnit-

Leave behind, behind Sphere: Magnit-

Leave behind, behind Sphere: Magnit-

Leave behind, behind Sphere: Magnit-
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Leave behind, behind Sphere: Magnit-
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Leave behind, behind Sphere: Magnit-

Leave behind, behind Sphere: Magnit-

Leave behind, behind Sphere: Magnit-

Leave behind, behind Sphere: Magnit-

Leave behind, behind Sphere: Magnit-

Leave behind, behind Sphere: Magnit-

Leave behind, behind Sphere: Magnit-
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Leave behind, behind Sphere: Magnit-
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Leave behind, behind Sphere: Magnit-

Leave behind, behind Sphere: Magnit-

Leave behind, behind Sphere: Magnit-

Leave behind, behind Sphere: Magnit-

Leave behind, behind Sphere: Magnit-

Leave behind, behind Sphere: Magnit-

Leave behind, behind Sphere: Magnit-
inaangwasod VAJ lie in a certain way on the ground.

LIE WRAPPED UP
gizhooshing VAJ lie wrapped up warm.

LIFE
bi.maadizid VAJ be alive, have life.

LIFE BELT
gichi-azhashkedo, -wag NA life belt.

LIGHT
naangizid VAJ be light in weight.

LIKE
minwendang VTI like s.t.
LIKE (COMPARISON)
dibishkoo PC like, the same as, as if, even as now.

LIKEWISE
naasirab PC the same, in the same way, likewise.

LIST
b'iz ndawaad VTA listen to s.o., heed s.o., obey s.o.

UTILITY
bang-ii /C u liLLc, a few.

LITTLE DOG ISLAND
nisawa'igaan, -an NI conical lodge.

LITTLE DOG ISLAND
Little Dog Island (Beaver Island).

LITTLE SUN
Giizisoons NM Little Sun.

LIVE
ashkwa-aayaad VAJ cease to live.

LIVE (TWELL)
danakshid VAJ live in a certain place, dwell in a certain place.
danizid VAJ stay in a certain place, live in a certain place,
dwell in a certain place.
daad VAJ live in a certain place (as a home), dwell in a certain place.
endaayang our (21) home; endaayeg your (2p) home.

LIVE WITH
wridigemaad VTA marry s.o., live with s.o.
wiji-ayawaad VTA live together with s.o.

LODGE
nisawa'igaan, -an NI conical lodge.

LOG
g'.ishka'akwed VAJ fell trees, log.
mitig, -oon NI stick, log.
mitig, -oog NA tree, log.
mitigoked VAJ log.
perform the Whediumin, be a member of the Midewiwin.

Midewiwin

Midewiwin-ewinaa, MN Name (Minim) chief.

Ojibway-inaa, MN, Name: Minim

Ojibway-inaa, MN, Name: Minim

Midewiwin

Sault-inaa, percussion metal. metal.

Midewiwin-ewinaa, MN Name (Minim) chief.

Maumee, NA g-ogimaa, -Omaamii, -zhooniyaa nishwanaadakamigizid metal. or stone marked

Midewiwin-ewinaa, MN Name (Minim) chief.

Maumee, NA g-ogimaa, -Omaamii, -zhiizibaakwad aninaatigo maple tree. of sugar.

Midewiwin-ewinaa, MN Name (Minim) chief.

Maumee, NA g-ogimaa, -Omaamii, -nii; niibiwa - gichi a certain number of times or ways, many times or

Midewiwin-ewinaa, MN Name (Minim) chief.

Maumee, NA g-ogimaa, -Omaamii, -nii; niibiwa - gichi a certain number of times or ways, many times or

Midewiwin-ewinaa, MN Name (Minim) chief.

Maumee, NA g-ogimaa, -Omaamii, -nii; niibiwa - gichi a certain number of times or ways, many times or

Midewiwin-ewinaa, MN Name (Minim) chief.

Maumee, NA g-ogimaa, -Omaamii, -nii; niibiwa - gichi a certain number of times or ways, many times or
midewinini, -wag  NA  member of the Midewiwin.

MIDWINTER
aabita-biboong  VII  be midwinter.

MIGHT
da-  RV  should, might, will.

MILE
diba'igan  NI  mile.  *Forming a particle with prefix:* niizhwaaso-diba'igan seven miles.

MILK
dooodooshaaboo  NI  milk.

MINT
dakibagoons, -an  NI  wild mint.

MINUTE
diba'igaans  NI  minute.  *Forming a particle with prefix:* midaaso-diba'igaan ten minutes.

MIX
dagonang  VT!  use s.t. along with, mix in s.t.
dagoniged  VAi  mix things in.

MIXED
niizhoooniaadeg  VII  be mixed as one of two ingredients.

MIXED BLOOD
aabitawizi  VAi  be of mixed blood.

MOAN
mizitaagozid  VAi  moan, cry out, neigh.

MONEY
gichi-zhaazhayi-zhooniyaa  NI  very old money.
zhooniyaaans  NI  money.  Diminutive of: zhooniyaa.  Original transcription lacks In I before Is I.

MONTH
giizis, -oog  NA  month, sun.  *Forming a particle with prefix:* ningo-giizis one month.

MORE
nawanj  PC  more.

MORNING
endaso-gagizheb  PC  every morning.
gagizheb  PC  in the morning.

MOTHER
/gasihw/-  NAD  mother.  ningashiba my late mother; ogashiwan his/her mother.

MOUNT
omboomigod  VA/  mount a horse.

MOUNTAIN
wajiw, -an  NI  mountain.

MOVE
gozid  VAi  move camp.
maziishkaag  VII  move, work, run, progress.

MUCH
baatitiadood  VT/2  have much or many of s.t.
baiitiak  VII  be a lot, be many, be much.
baatitnod  VAi  be a lot, be many, be much.
gichi-niibiwa  PC  very much, very many.
niibiwa  PC  much, many.

MUSHROOM
azhashkwedo, -wag  NA  mushroom, cork.  gichi azhashkwedo  life belt.

MUSIC
madwewechiged  VA/  play music, be a musician.

MUSICAL INSTRUMENT
madwewechigan, -an  NI  musical instrument, fiddle.

MUSICIAN
madwewechiged  VAi  play music, be a musician.

MUST
pandawaa; nandawaj  PC  necessary, must, have to.

NAME
izhinikaadang  VT!  call s.t. in a certain way, give s.t.
name.
izhinikaadeg  VR  be called in a certain way, havea certain name.
izhinikananad  VTA  call s.o in a certain way, give soa.
certain name.  Stem: /izhinikaaN/.
izhinikazod  VAi  be called in a certain way, havea certain name.

NARROW
agaasademog  VII  be narrow as a road.

NEAR
besho,  PC  near together.  Reduplicated form of: besho  PC  near.

NECESSARY
pandawaa; nandawaj  PC  necessary, must, have to.

NEIGH
mizitaagozid  VAi  moan, cry out, neigh.

NENABUSH
Nenabozh  NM  Nenabush (trickster figure).

NET
asab, -iig  NA  net.
OF LATE
anomaya PC recently, of late.

OH
oo PC oh!

OJIBWE
Ojibwe, -g NA Ojibwe.

OLD
bibbonagizid VAi be old in winters (years).
gikaad VAi be old.
mewizha PC long ago, of old.

OLDMAN
akiwenziin', akiwenziinyag NA old man.

OLD PERSON
gekaan', gekaanyag NA old person.

OLD WOMAN
mindimooycn', mindimooyenyag NA old woman.

ON
ogidakamig /C on the ground.
ogidaaki PC on a high place, on a hill.
ogijaya'iing PC on the surface.

ON BOARD
boozid VAi gd 011(l)ard, embark.
booz'aad VTA puts. o. on board.

ONE
baakaji- PV absolutely, once.
ingoding; ningwading PC once, at one time.

ONE
bebezhig PC one each, a few at a time. Reduplicated form of: bezhig.
bezhig PC one, a certain one.
bezhigod VAi be one, be the only one, be single.
ningo- PRE one.

ONE DAY
ningo-giizhigak VII be one day.

ONE FORENOON
ningo-naawakwe PC one forenoon.

ONE MONTH
ningo-giizis PC one month.

ONETIME
ningoding; ningwading PC once, at one time.

ONLY
bezhigod VAi be one, be the only one, be single.
PLUS

ashi PC and, plus (in numbers).

POCKET

/-moodens/- NID little bag, pocket. omooodens his/her bag, pocket; omooodensing in his/her bag, pocket.

POLICEMAN
dakoniwewini,-wag NA sheriff, policeman.
ekawaabiin', ekawaabiinyag NA guard, scout, policeman.

POSSSESSION
dibinawewiziwin,-an N1 property, possession.

POTATO

opin,-iig NA potato.

POUR

ziiginamawaad VTA pour something for or on s.o.

ziiginang VTI pour s.t.

POURED

ziiginigaadeg VII be poured in.

PRACTISE

naagadood V//2 practise s.t.

PREPARATIONS

ozhiitaad VAI get ready, make one's preparations.

PREPARE

ozhitood VT/2 make s.l., prepare s.t.

PREPARED

ozhichigaadeg VJJ be made, be prepared.

ozhichigaazod VAI be made, be prepared.

PRIEST

mekade'akwanaye NA priest.

PRINCESS
gichi-o gamma kwens,-ag NA princess.
ogamma kwens,-ag NA princess, chiers daughter.

PRINTED

mizinaakideg VII beprinted.

PRIZE

zaagi'aad VTA love s.o., prize s.o.

PROBABLY

ganabaj PC maybe, perhaps, probably.

PROD

nandoojiiwaad VTA prod about for s.o. Stem:/nandojii'w-.

PROGRESS

maajiishkaag Vil move, work, run, progress.

PROPERLY

weweni PC carefully, properly, well.

PROPERTY

aya'ii,-n N1 thing, item of property.

dibinawewiziwin, -an N1 property, possession.

PROSECUTE

dibaakonaad VTA judge s.o., prosecute s.o., bring s.o. to law.

PULLOUT

wikobidood VT12 pull s.t. out.

wikobinaad VTA pull s.o. out. Stem:/wiikobiN-.

wikwaj'aad VTA pull s.o. out.

wikwajitood VT12 pull s.t. out.

PUPPY

animoons,-ag NA puppy. Diminutive of: animosh.

PURPOSE

anishaa PC for some reason, for no purpose.

PUT

asaad VTA put s.o. in a certain place, place s.o. in a certain place, set s.o. (net). Stem:/aS-.

atood VT12 put s.t. in a crttn place, pince s.l. in a certain place.

PUT IN KETTLE

boodaakwed VAI+O put (s.tls.o.) in a kettle.

PUT INSIDE

biina'ang VTI puts... inside.

biina'igaadeg VII be put inside.

PUT ON BOARD

boozi'aad VTA put s.o. on board.

PUT TOGETHER

maawandoonaad VTA puts s.o. together, collect s.o.

QUARTER

nizh zhinin PC one quarter, one fourth.

QUARTER-DOLLAR

nizh-zhinin NA quarter-dollar.

QUESTION

nanda-gikenimaad VTA question s.o.

QUICKLY

wewiib PC quickly, soon, in a hurry, at once.

RAFT

biindasaagan,-an NJ raft.

RAILWAY

ashkode-odaabaaan, -ag NA railway.

RAIN

gimiwang VII rain.
SPBERRY
miskominagaawanzh, -iig
NA
raspberry
bush.

ACH
akoseg
VII
extend a certain length, reach a certain length.

DA
debinaad
VTA
get hold of s.t., reach s.t.

ADY
giizhiitaad
VAi
finish (an activity), be done, be ready.

ALLY
giig
PC
really, truly, indeed, in fact.

AR
PC
behind, at the rear.

ASHKWEYANG
anomaya
PC
recently, of late.

CITE
danannagidoong
VAi
speak, recite, make a speech.

CIRCULAR
giikiishkaag
VII
be rectangular, be oblong.

miskobii'igaazod
VAi
be painted red (as with face paint).

miskwaag
VJ/
be red.

miskwaanzod
VAi
be coloured red.

mPAINT
miskwaanzigan,
- ag
NA
red paint.

LIGION
Anishinaabe
izhitwaad
VAi
perform an Indian ceremony, believe in Indian religion. 
izhitwaad
VAi
practice a certain rite, perform a certain ceremony, have a certain religion.
izhitwaawin,
- an
NI
religion.

MEMBER
makwenimaad
VTA
think of s.o., remember s.o.

MOVE
maajii'aad
VTA
make s.o. go away, take s.o. away, remove s.o.

PORT
inaajimowin,
- an
NI
story, report.

DE
bimidaabaanigod
VAi
ride along in a carriage.

RIDGE
ashpadinaag
VII
be high land, be a ridge.

RIGHT
AWAY
zhigwa
PC
now, right away, soon.

RIPED
aditeg
VII
be ripe.

RIVER
ziibi,
•wan
NI
river.

ROAD
agaasademog
VII
be narrow as a road.
bimamog
VII
go along as a road.
inamog
VII
go in a certain direction as a road.
mikan
NI
road.

ROB
gimoodimaad
something.

ROBIN
VTA
steal something from s.o., rob s.o. of something.

ROCK
aazhibik,
- oon
NI
cliff, rock.

ROCKY
CLIFF
ashpaabikaag
VII
be a high rocky cliff.
aazhibikokaag
VII
be rocky cliffs.

ROPE
asabaab,
- iin
NI
rope.

ROW
bimaakwadabi=waad
VAI
sit in a row.
bimangwaso=waad
VAi
lie in a row on the ground.

RUIN
anigaa'aad
VTA
destroy s.o., ruin s.o.

RUINEP
banaadak
VII
be wrecked, be ruined.

RUMP
baposidiyeshkawaad
VTA
kick s.o. in the rump repeatedly.

ROBIN
VTA
steal something from s.o., rob s.o. of something.

bimiba'idi=waad
VAi
run along together.

bimiba'idi=waad
VII
run along, together.

bimbohdi=waad
VII
run indoors.

bimbohdi=waad
VII
run along, together.

bimbohdi=waad
VII
run in a certain direction or to a certain place.
SEASONING
apaabowed VA!+O cook with (s tls o) as an ingredient or seasoning.
SEAT
onabid VAI seat oneself.
SECOND PERSON
g=g; gi•; gid• PRE second person.
giinawaa PR you second person plural.
SECRETLY
giimooj PC secretly.
SEE
izhinawaad VTA see o as someone else, see s o in a certain way.
waabamaad VTA see s o.
waabandang VT/ see s t.
SEE!
ashkendang VAI2 feel bad, feel sad, grieve.
SEEK
nandone’ang VII look for s t., seek s t.
SEEKING
nanda- PV seeking, try to.
SEEN
waabanjigaadeg VII be seen.
SEINE
gichi-asab, -iig NA see.
SEIZE
debibinaad VTA grab hold of s o, seize s o. Stem:
debibiN-.
SEND
jiwenaazhawaad VTA send s o home, drive s o home. Stem: /jiwenaazha’w-.
SET
asaad VTA put s o in a certain place, place s o in a certain place, set s o (net). Stem: /as-.
aagwitoosidood VT/ set s t inside something else.
mizinaabikishing VA! be set as stone or metal.
SET ABOUT
maajitaad VA! start, begin, set about doing.
SET FIRE
zaka’ang VT/ set fire to s t.
SETOUT
maajaad VA! leave, go away, set out.
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SIZZLE
:ding PC sol. I nd. /as.mething sizzling.
SKIN
awesiin'wayaan,-ag NA skin of game animal (used as a Mide bag).
SLEEP
nibaad VTA sleep, I :as keep.
shi-ninbwunj VTA du-qent Hono's place.
wipcmad VTA sleep with so.
SLIP
bnninnng VT/ leel st. slip from hand, drops t.
SMALL
agaasing VII besmall.
ugusiin'id AI besmall.
babiwaag III/ be small. plural, Reduplicated form.
SMELL
maazhimaagozid VAI smell bad.
SMOKE
onduaabntcg VII smoke; goes up from a certain place.
zagaswaad VAI smoke tobacco.
zagaswaad VAI keep smoking tobacco. Reduplicated form of zagaswaad.
SNOUT
makedwijanncd VAI have a black snout.
SKOW
agoonikaag VII besnow on the ground.
SOAP
giziibi'iga'gar.-an VI soap.
giziibi'iga'gar.iked VAI make soap.
SOME
aanind PC some.
SOMEONE
awiya PR H:meone, somebody, anyone, animate indefinite.
SOMETHING
gegoo PR something, anything, thing, inanimate indefinite.
SOMETIMES
naaniningd.inong PC sometimes.
SOMEBODY
ningwajj PC anywhere, somewhere, wherever, any way.

SON
/gwis/ NAD son, ningwis my son; gigwis your son.
ogwis an his/her son(s); gigwisinaan our (21) son;
ogwiswaan their son(s).

SON-IN-LAW
/nii-igwan/ NAD son-in-law. ningwun my son-in-law;
ningwanag my son-in-law.

SOUND
apitweved VAI sound to a certain extent, sound a certain strength.
danweved VAI make a sound in a certain place.
dehweved VAI be heard sound in the distance.
dehweividang VAI2 make a sound in the distance.
inwed VAI make a certain sound, speak in a certain way.
inweef VII sound a certain way.

SPEAK
danaanagidoong VAI speak, recite, make a speech.
ganoomaad VTA speak to each of s.o., addre: ss. o.(in turns). Stem: /ganoonad/. Reduplicated form of ganoomaad.

SPARE
ashkonatned VTA spares.s.o. from killing. Stem: /okonaN/.
ashkonani. VT/ spares.t., keeps.t out.

SPAN
bas:i:anweaad VTA spanks s.o. Stem: /bashanzhe'w-/.

SOMETHING
ningwajj PC anywhere, somewhere, wherever, any way.
dwell in a certain place.

domizidaa. Vi! stay in a certain place, live in a certain place.

start. Vi! start, begin, set about doing.

speak. Vi! and.
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STROKE
niboosed VAI have a stroke.

STROKE
mashkawamagak VII be strong.
mashkawizid VAI be strong.
mashkawiziimagak VII be strong.

STROKE
name, -wag NA surgeon.

STROKE
maajiishkaad VAI succeed, increase.

SUCK
nooni'aad VTA nurse s.o., suckle s.o.

SUCK
noonabaajigcd VTA suck on things.

SUCKLE
odoopowiinaa, -an NI small table. Diminutive of: odoopowin.

SURE
aanawi -g NA swan.

SURE
nindoos NA stroke.

SURE
mashka, wigizid VAI be strong.
mashka, wigizimagak VII be strong.

SURE
name, -wag NA surgeon.

SURE
odoopowiinaa, -an NI small table. Diminutive of: odoopowiigani.

SURE
ooni'aad VTA nurse s.o., suckle s.o.

SURE
nindoos NA stroke.

SURE
mashka, wigizid VAI be strong.
mashka, wigizimagak VII be strong.

SURE
name, -wag NA surgeon.

SURE
odoopowiinaa, -an NI small table. Diminutive of: odoopowiigani.

SURE
nooni'aad VTA nurse s.o., suckle s.o.

SUMMER
niibing VII be summer.

SUMMER
niibing VII be summer.

SUMMON
nandodang VTI have a supply of s.t.

SUMMON
nandodang VTI2 call s.t., summon s.t.

SUMMON
nandomaad VTA call s.o., summon s.o.

SUMMON
nandonaad VTA call s.o., summon s.o.

SUMMON
nandonaad VTA call s.o., summon s.o.

SUMMON
nandonaad VTA call s.o., summon s.o.

SUMMON
nandonaad VTA call s.o., summon s.o.

SUMMON
nandonaad VTA call s.o., summon s.o.

SUN
Giniwis, -oog NA month, sun. Forming a particle with prefix:

SUN
Giniwis, -oog NA month, sun. Forming a particle with prefix:

TAKE
bimiwidaad VTI2 take s.t. along, carry s.t. along.

TAKE
bimiukenaad VTA take s.o. along, can-y s.o. along. Stem:

TAKE
izhiwidaad VTI2 take s.t. to a certain place.

TAKE
izhiwinadaad VTA take s.o. to a certain place. Stem:

TAKE
mamawadaad VTA take something from s.o.

TAKE
mamoodaad VTI2 take s.t.

TAKE
odaapiaad VTA pick s.t. up, take s.t.

TAKE
odaapiaad VTA pick s.t. up, take s.t.

TAKE
odaapiaad VTA pick s.t. up, take s.t.
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odaapiaad VTA pick s.t. up, take s.t.
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odaapiaad VTA pick s.t. up, take s.t.
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THREAD
asabaabiins, -an NI thread. Diminutive of: asabaab.

THREE
niswi PC three.

THREE TIMES
nising PC three times.

THROUGHOUT
gnbc- 'J?g during, lhi-oughout the time of.

THROW
apaginaad VTA throw s.o. to a certain place. Stem: /apagin-/.  
bnjjwcbinaad VTA let go of s.o. suddenly, throw s.o. down.  
biinjwebinanad VTA throw s.o. inside.

THROW IN KETILE
boodaakwwebinaad VTA throw s.o. in a kettle.

TIE
dakobinaad VTA tie s.o. Stem: /dakobiN-/.  
dakobizod VAI tie s.o.  
dakobizod VAI be tied, be bridled.

TIME
ani-; ni- PV going away, passing along, in the course of time, henceforth.  
apii PC when, then, at the time.  
apiich PC when, then, at the time, a certain extent or distance. 
apiichin PC at this time.  
hekish PC at the same time.  
gomaa minik PC for quite some time, a considerable dis- tance.  
gomapipi PC soon, after a while, in the end, in time, at one time.  
wiikaa PC a long time, after an interval, late.  
wiikaa baamaa PC a long time.

TIMES
daching PC certain number of times or ways, many times or ways.  
nising PC three times.

TINNED
gibaakwa'igaadeg VII be tinned.

TOGETHER
maamawi PC together, in all, all together.  
maamawizi=waad VAI be together, act together.

TOILET
zaagiji’aad VTA make s.o. go out, make s.o. go to the toilet.

TOLD
inaajimigozid VAI be told about in a certain way.

TOMORROW
waabang VI be dawn, be tomorrow, be the next morning, be the next day.

TOO
gaie PC and, also, too.  
ozaam PC too, too much.

TOOL
anokaazowin, -an NI tool, utensil.

TOWN
ashkwe-oodenaw PC at the edge of town.  
giehi-oodenaw NI great town, city.  
oodenaw NI town.  

TRACK
ashkode-odaabaani-miikan NI railroad track.

TRAPPED
dasoozod VAI be trapped, be killed by falling trees.

TRAVEL
babaamaadizid VAI travel about; gad about.  
TRAVELLER
bebaamaadizid NA traveller. Participle of: babaamaadizid.

TREAT
doodawaad VTA dosomething to s.o., treat s.o. a certain way, deal with s.o. a certain way.

TREE
mitig, -oog NA tree, log.

TREMBLE
naningishkaad VAI have a palsy, tremble, shake.

TREESMAN
niijikiwen'-/ NAD friend, brother, tribesman.  
niijikiwen'idig my tribesmen (vocative plural);  
wiiijikiwen'iwaan their tribesmen.

TRICK
wayezhi.maad VTA trick s.o.

TROUBLE
babaamendang VT/ trouble with s.t., pay attention to s.t., worry about s.t.  
babaamensi.maad VTA trouble with s.o., pay attention to s.o., worry about s.o.
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WANT
nanda wendang VT/ want st.
WANTTO
wi- PV will, want st. future desiderative.
WARN
giimooshimaad VTA wrap s.o. up wann.
Giimooshing VAF lie wrapped up wann.
WASH
giziibiiginaad VAT wash s.o., bathe s.o.
Giziinpe’od VAT wash one’s face.
WASHASHORE
niiskaadak VAI wash s. on the bench, near the water.
WASHOUT
akawaabid VAT keep watch, watch out.
WATCHOUT
akawaabamad VTA keep watch for s.o., watch out for s.o.
WATER
iriwodac VJ Ooz. h. in lw will Lr.
ulwi11inl VAI Heal. lie III lhc: water.
bakobisod VAT go into the water.
Du dibcw /P/ ulone the bunk, ulone the shore, on the bench, near the water.
WASHASHORE
niiskaadak VAI wash s.o. around neck.
WASHAWAY
rizhi- PV in certain direction, 00a certain plac.
ningoji; ningwij PC anywhere, somewhere, wherever, any way.
WATCHOUT
ningoji; ningwaji PC anywhere, somewhere, wherever, any way.
WASHAWAY
iizhi PE it is not know where, I wonder how, I wonder where.
WHERE
aa1i1i;i1i1iish PC near, in the way.
dibi PE I do not know whether, I wonder how, I wonder where.
WHEREEVER
aa1i1i;i1i1iish PC anywhere, somewhere, wherever, any way.
WEATHER
imiwebak VJ1 happen a certain way, take a certain course,
goon a certain way, be a certain kind or weather.
mii-izhiwebak VII be/food weather.
nismakaadaak VII be bad weather.

WASH ASHORE
niiskaadak VAI wash s.o., bath s.o.
WASHAWAY
niiskaadak VAI wash one’s face.
WEARAROUNDNECK
naabikaawad VTA wear s.o. around neck.
WEATHER
imiwebak VJ1 happen a certain way, take a certain course,
goon a certain way, be a certain kind or weather.
mii-izhiwebak VII be/food weather.
nismakaadaak VII be bad weather.

WEED
miishuhkoons, -an NI grass blade, weed.
WEEK
anami’e-gizhiitad NI week. Forming a particle with prefix:
niino-anami’e-gizhiitad one week.
WEEP
mawid VAT weep, cry.
WELL
mii- PRE good, well.
mimo-aayad VAT be well, feel well, get well.
minokawaad VAT make s.o. well, dos.s.o. good.
minotood VT/2 makes t. well.
noojimod VAT be well, heal.
weni PC carefully, properly, well.
WELL(WATER SOURCE)
onda’ibaan NI well.
WELL!
ahaaw PC well!, very well, all right.
aani;aa1i1i;aanii;aanish;aanish PC well!, well then, you sec.
WEST
obunictwhmol{ PC in the west, westwind.
WHAT
aa1i1i;aanish;aanii dash PC how, what; well!
we1toda1tWhen PR whatever.
WONOAHDOWN P/L what is the weather.
WHATEVER
weToda1tWen PR whatever, inanimate dubitative.
WHEN
apiji PC when, then, at the time.
api ich PC when, then, at the time, a certain extent or distance.
WHERE
aa1i1i1i;aa1i1iisht PC where.
dibi PE I don’t know where, wherever.
endape PC I do not know whether, I wonder how, I wonder where.
WHEREEVER
dibi PE I don’t know where, wherever.
nin2oji;ninpaji PC anywhere, somewhere, wherever, any way.
WHETHER
endape PC I do not know where, I wonder how, I wonder where.
inaginodeg  VII  cost a certain amount, be worth a certain amount.

WRAP
  giizhoshimaad  VTA  wrap s.o. up warm.

WRECKED
  banaadak  VII  be wrecked, be ruined.

WRETCHED
  gidimaaginaagizid  VAI  look wretched.

WRITE
  biijibii'amawaad  VTA  write something to s.o. here.
  ozhibii'amawaad  VTA  write something to s.o.

YEAR
  biboon  NI  winter (year). Forming a particle with prefix:
    niizhwaaso-biboon  SEven years.
  biboonagak  VII  be counted in winters (years).
  biboonagizid  VAI  be old in winters (years).

YES
  e  PC  yes.

YES/NO QUESTION
  ina;na  PC  yes/noquestionenclitic.

YESTERDAY
  jiinaago  PC  yesterday.

YET
  geyaabi  PC  still, yet.

YOU
  gii;giin  PR  you. second person singular.
  giinawaa  PR  you. second person plural.

YOU SEE!
  aani; aani; aanih; aaniish  PC  well!, well then!, you see!

YOUNG
  oshki-  PRE  first, young, early.
  oshkiniigid  VAI  beyoung.

YOUNG LAD
  oshkinawens, -ag  NA  young lad. Diminutive of:
    oshkinawe.

YOUNGMAN
  oshkinawc, -g  NA  young man.
  oshkiniigi, -wag  NA  young man, adherent.

YOUNG WOMAN
  oshkiniigikwe, -g  NA  young woman.